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A message from
our teachers

"A classroom is where students spend

most of their daytime.

Therefore, it is important that

classrooms should be active in order

to generate energy among children.

To make the classroom active,

different activities have been

conducted virtually thereby instilling

better understanding of academic

concepts."

MS.  SAIMALINI  SARKAR
(ACTIVITY LEAD)

Being on a virtual platform has not only

increased our knowledge in various fields

but has also helped in gaining experience

and capability to conduct various other

activities with zeal and enthusiasm.

MS.  SHRADDHA SRIVISTAVA
(ACTIVITY LEAD)

"It is very satisfying to see the

children’s performance and

the parent’s support in every

sphere. It is expected that the

upcoming examinations

will run equally smooth."

MS.  SULEKHA
ROYCHOWDHURY
(EDP HEAD)
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THEME OF THE MONTH

SEP - GRANDPARENTS DAY

Grandparents’ Day is celebrated

in the month of September every year in

various nations around the world to

cherish the special bond between

grandparents and grand children.

JUL - COMMUNITY HELPER

Community helpers are people who

live and work in our communities. Some

examples of community helpers are

doctors, nurses, soldiers, teachers, dentists,

mail carriers, bus drivers, coaches,

babysitters, fishermen, plumbers,

firefighters, farmers, librarians, and

volunteers.

AUG - INDEPENDENCE DAY

Every Indian relates to the month

of August with the Independence Day. The

nation pays its tribute to the valiant

freedom fighters who sacrificed their lives

to ensure that the future generations

breathe and live in an Independent India.
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INSIGHTS
Scholastic Activities
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CLASSES LKG-IV



An innovative activity on

"Subtraction” was arranged

by the Pre- Primary

Department of Asian

International School. The 

 activity boosted the

confidence among the

children in the skills of

subtraction in a fun manner.

A flowchart of words with ‘ch’

and ‘sh’ sound was prepared by

the students of upper

kindergarten of Asian

International School. The aim of

this activity was to give the idea

that when two consonants

come together, they produce a

different sound.
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An activity on "Rocket

Making" was arranged by the

Pre-Primary Department. The

aim of this activity was to

sensitize the students about

different parts of a rocket.

The students participated

enthusiastically in the activity

and made beautiful rockets to

showcase their imagination.

A virtual activity named 'My

Dream House' on the topic 'Clothes

and Homes' was arranged by the

Pre- Primary Department. This

activity helped the students to

develop their dexterity and also

boosted their confidence. The

children learnt about recycling

waste material in a productive way.
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A virtual activity named 'My Water World' on the topic 'Food and

Homes of Animals ‘ was arranged. The session of creating beautiful

aquariums of their imagination was thoroughly enjoyed by the

children.

Another virtual activity

named 'My World of

Shapes' on the topic

'Shapes and Patterns' was

arranged by the school. The

students enthusiastically

learnt about different

solid/3D shapes and were

able to relate to it with the

objects around them.

This activity helped develop

the dexterity of the young

students.
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The primary section of Asian

International School

conducted a Craft activity,

on 'Rain Cloud'. The activity

was filled with lots of fun

which helped them in

developing their fine motor

skills. The craft activity

provided the children with

another opportunity to keep

their minds engaged.

The aim of 'Our

Friendship Flower'

was to foster the

creative development

of a child and to assist

them in developing

their interest in

growing flowers and

inculcating the habit

of gardening.
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Multiplication is one of the

basic foundational skills in

Mathematics that must be

mastered by students. In an

effort to modernize our

approach and help

students to take more

ownership in the process,

the Primary Department of

AIS organized a

Multiplication Activity

named ‘Array Cities’.

In 'Garden of Good Manners'

activity, some pieces of paper

transformed into a beautiful

garden, teaching the students

about some of the good

manners that everyone should

inculcate in their daily lives.

The activity triggered their

imagination and enhanced

their creative skills. The

students carried out the

activity with great zeal and

enthusiasm.
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For some reason, the concept of division causes frustration for a

lot of kids. They do fine with addition, subtraction and

multiplication, but when the time comes to divide, they find

themselves at a loss. Realizing this, the Primary Section of Asian

International School dug up an activity called ‘Figure Me Out’

making teaching of division effective and more fun.
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MODEL MAKING ON THE TOPIC OF VILLAGES IN INDIA

Students were able to identify the following layers clearly-

Humus or Organic Matter, Clay, Sand & Silt

LAYERS OF SOIL
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INSIGHTS
Co-Scholastic Activities

CLASSES LKG-IV



The Pre-Primary Department of Asian International School

celebrated the ‘Yellow Day’. The activity took place during

their virtual classes where all the students along with their

teachers were asked to dress up in yellow color attire and

discuss about and show different things related to color yellow.

YELLOW DAY CELEBRATION
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The students also performed some rhymes and recitation.

With the help of this activity the students learnt a lot more

about the things related to color yellow.



The Pre-Primary Department of Asian International School

celebrated the ‘Community Helper’s Week’ in which classes

LKG to II took part. The activity took place virtually where the

students dressed up as different community helpers and said

a few lines about them. The activity was carried on for over a

week starting from Monday, 6th July 2020 till Friday 10th

July 2020. With the help of this activity the students learnt a

lot about the community helpers and how they help us in

different ways. With this activity students were given a

chance to display their hidden talents by expressing

themselves with confidence.

COMMUNITY HELPERS WEEK
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Fun-filled

learning of Indian

traditions is a common

practice in many schools

of India. Such practices

infuse within students,

respect for their culture.

They absorb the

significance of different

festivals and as a result,

imbibe the value system

to become a kind-

hearted citizen. The Pre-

Primary Department of

Asian International

School celebrated the

birth of Lord Krishna

with great enthusiasm

and zeal.

JANMASTAMI CELEBRATION
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Grandparents are a family’s

greatest treasure, the founders

of a loving legacy, the greatest

storytellers, the keepers of

traditions. Grandparents are the

family’s strong foundation.

Through their special love and

care, grandparents keep a family

close at heart.

GRANDPARENTS DAY

CELEBRATION
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Freedom in the Mind,

Faith in the Words…

Pride in our Souls….

Let’s salute the nation on this auspicious day.

Independence Day was celebrated with great enthusiasm and respect

by the Primary Department of Asian International School over Google

Meet with the students of class IV. A very warm morning assembly

was organized by the children to pay respect to our nation and to

spread awareness among our young generation about the pride and

courage of our brave freedom fighters.

INDEPENDENCE 

DAY

CELEBRATION
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The primary section of Asian International School donned

their ‘Chef Caps’ to exhibit their culinary skills in ‘Cooking

Without Flame’ on 21st August, 2020. The children

participated with full zeal and enthusiasm as they doled

out nutritious yet delectable delicacies.The activity not

only provided a platform for the students to foster their

creativity and decision making skills but also helped them

to explore their hidden talents and discover new areas of

interest.

NON-FLAME COOKING

COMPETITION
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Debate is one of the academic activities that gives

students a creative room to express what they feel.

The length and breadth of knowledge that they gain

through this is simply unparalleled. The inter- class

debate competition for classes II, III and IV was held

on 29th August, 2020. The event was held on

Google Meet.The participants, armed with statistics

and data made their arguments more emphatic

with their righteous facial expressions and voice

modulation. They exhibited great oratory skill. The

competition was an enthralling experience for the

speakers as well as for the audience.

It is better to debate a
question without

settling it than to settle a
question without debating

it.

Joseph
Joubert

DEBATE COMPETITION
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Mathematics is not about

numbers, equations,

computations or algorithms: It is

about UNDERSTANDING.

Quiz competitions help the

students to think from a different

perspective. They also promote

many good qualities like problem

solving skills, time management,

patience, etc. In order to test the

knowledge of the basic concepts,

an Inter-Class Math quiz

competition was organized for

classes II, III and IV.

MATHS QUIZ
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AIS IN THE NEWS
School  activit ies  regularly  caught  the  media ’s  attention .

Signif icant  coverage  by  various  media  houses .
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TEACHERS
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

“Teaching is the one profession

that creates all other professions.”

This quote really signifies that teachers are the source of

inspiration. They encourage students to live better lives

and become excellent leaders in their chosen paths.

In cognizance with the prelude few of the efforts are

being applauded with several certificates and accolades….
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APPRECIATION
MANY  T HANK S  T O  D EAR  P A R EN T S  F O R  YOUR

EN COURAG I N G  WORD S  O F  A P P R E C I A T I O N .
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Respected ma'am,

I have been wanting to convey my thanks to you for quite some time

regarding the care and education that you have been providing to

these tiny kids during this testing time.

I would like to specially appreciate the academic activities and the

craft that have been so appropriately chosen for these children

especially today's non flame cooking class which I learnt as well!

Thank you very much again!

I would like to request you to keep evening classes again later if

possible.

I must mention that the class teacher and other teachers are just

too good and I am not worthy enough but would definitely consider

them as excellent. I am herewith attaching today's pic.

Thank You AIS.

PARENT OF RAYIRTH CHAKRABARTI  -  CLASS I-A

Madam, hope you are doing well. Firstly, I would like to extend my

heartfelt thanks to the entire school specially to you & Headmistress

madam for extending your support to Ahilan. (for allowing 15days

time to submit the homework due to disruption of classes by Ahilan

for tested Covid-19 positive for myself & my wife as I informed you &

Headmistress madam on 26.07.2020). I am really thankful for

staying beside us in the testing times.  

Herewith I am attaching the homework of the last 3 weeks done by

Ahilan Guha Thakurata for your kind perusal and necessary

guidance.

PARENT OF AHILAN GUHA THAKURTALA -  CLASS I-A
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Dear Harpreet ma'am, As students, many teachers and educators

will pass through our lives without remembrance. Yet, a special few

will leave a lasting impression. And You are one them dear Harpreet

ma'am. You’re an inspiration to students and other teachers alike.

You’ve activated a hunger for knowledge and wisdom, inspiring me

to become a better individual. In your class I can express myself

freely without fear because I know you are there to correct me if I

am wrong. I enjoy your class very much as you make it fun-filled and

energetic. You have such enthusiasm and patience with us when we

used to chat or often used to disturb the class but you used to

manage it without making us feeling bad. Teaching is certainly a

Calling, and requires a lot of hard work and sacrifice. You doubtless

stay awake at night worrying about the students in your class at the

expense of your personal time when you can’t reach us physically.

But still you make the best efforts to give the Best to us during this

Pandemic situation when everything around us is mess. But you

are help helping us a lot in overcoming such bad phase. Thanks for

everything ma'am. A Very HAPPY TEACHERS DAY to You.

PARENT OF PRIYANSHU SANTRA- CLASS IV-B
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Dear Ma’am, I would like to appreciate your effort and way of

teaching towards our kids. She is very much happy to be a part of

your school and she has learned a lot. Apart from learning she also

enjoyed the extracurricular activity which was guided by you. During

her summer vacation she has completed all the activities which

were given as a summer vacation project.  Hope this type of effort

may help her for a better future. She was very happy and energetic

with this summer project and waiting for submission of the project

works. She also believed that  her each and every  project work will

be appreciated by you  However she is quite disappointed when she

heard that  any one of the project work to be submitted.I requested

you kindly make some arrangements so that she can submit her

project work completely. A small effort may bringing back A smile

on her face.

PARENT OF SOUMY DUTTAMAJUMDAR



Respected madam, I am Biswanath Mukherjee, my ward

Aadreeta Mukherjee read in class 3 sec E,In these pandemic

situation the going on online classes in your school is very

interesting and enjoyable for my daughter.She like to do

classes such as mathematics, English, science and activity

classes such as cooking club, science club, circles time,etc .The

project work that is given to them is little hard for them I think

.Her favourite teacher are Sulekha mam , Binita mam ,etc The

effort from your side is very fruitful for the student's future.Her

class teacher Sulekha mam is very friendly and try to give her

label best on teaching .I wish, yours  efforts will be very

successful. Thank you

PARENT OF AADREETA MUKHERJEE- CLASS I I I-E

Today we have experienced a wonderful PTM with our

respected HARSHA madam.She took the meeting very

sincerely and make us very comfortable to share our

experience and problem regarding Online classes and many

more. Harsha madam always available to solve our problem in

any time .We are thankful to our respected Headmistress

madam and our beloved Harsha madam for this care ,

guidance and helping hand to educate our children in a very

smooth way during this pandemic period. I feel very much

proud to be a part of AIS.THANKS AGAIN TO OUR

HEADMISTRESS MADAM AND THE ENTIRE TEAM OF AIS FOR

THEIR COOPERATION .

FROM PUJA YADAV SANTRA
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